Effect of Ankle Stabilization Training Using Biofeedback on Balance Ability and Lower Limb Muscle Activity in Football Players with Functional Ankle Instability
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Purpose: This study focuses on influence of ankle stabilization training on balance ability and lower limb muscle activation of soccer player with functional ankle instability.

Methods: Subjects were grouped into ankle stabilization training group using biofeedback comprised of 15 subjects and general exercise group of 15. The training was conducted for 30 minutes, 3 times a week for 8 weeks in total. All 30 football players conducted plyometric training for 30 minutes before main training. To evaluate balance ability, biorescure was used to measure whole path length and surface area and surface electromyography (EMG) system was used to measure tibialis anterior, tibialis posterior, and soleus to evaluate lower limb muscle activation.

Results: The experiment group showed significant difference to the comparison group in regard of whole path length and surface area which represents balancing capability and muscle activation of tibialis anterior, tibialis posterior, and soleus.

Conclusion: Therefore, ankle stabilization training using biofeedback is more effective in enhancing balance ability and lower limb muscle activation than general exercise.
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INTRODUCTION

The most vulnerable region in sports injuries is the ankle. Once injury occurs, the recurrence rate for ankle sprains is estimated at 80%. Football players usually suffer from sprains in their ankles through activities such as jumping, landing on one foot, changing directions suddenly or running into other players. It is reported that the incidence of ankle injury during football games is 12-23% and 22% of football players complain of ankle pain although they have no clear memory of the injury. When the injured region of football players was examined, the most common area of damage within the lower limb was the ankle joint. There are two types of ankle sprains chronic ankle sprains occur due to incomplete rehabilitation after sprain injury, overuse and over training. Acute ankle sprain results in lateral ankle ligament damage caused by sudden inversion during ankle dorsiflexion. Chronic ankle instability results in unsteadiness during walking. It is caused when the ankle ligament is chronically ruptured, stretched more than the original length or there is damage of pre-existing kinesthetic sense. Forty percent of acute ankle sprains develop into chronic ankle instability. Chronic ankle instability has two causes, mechanical due to pathologic slackness after ankle ligament injury and functional, which leads to repetitive ankle instability and loss of joint proprioception caused by damage to the nerve root after ligament injury. Mechanical instability is caused from structural instability which leads to instability of the joint. Functional instability describes the subjective sense of unsteadiness due to recurrent ankle sprain. Damaged proprioception caused by ankle sprains leads to poor sensory feedback for the maintenance of original functioning of the motor center programs which results in
Functional ankle instability. Balance ability is an essential element for better performance in sports such as soccer, basketball, and gymnastics. In soccer, balancing is particularly important, one leg standing postures are common when performing movements such as shooting and passing and stability of the supporting leg is therefore critical. Balance ability is predictive of sports injuries, and it is reported that the lower the balance ability of soccer players, the higher the ankle damage. Patients with functional ankle instability are unable to balance effectively, this causes abnormal positional reaction patterns, delayed reactions and disorders of stability combined with damage of proprioceptive sense and nerve root control.

There are six essential physical factors involved with sports and muscular strength. These include muscle strength, rapidness, flexibility, endurance, quickness, and balance. Muscular strength is vital to football players because kicking, running, jumping and tackling movements all need strong muscular strength. Therefore, football players require strong muscular strength. Lower limb muscular strength is one of the most important factors in football players and the powerful lower limbs makes printing and shooting capable. The quadriceps, hamstrings, calf muscles and ankle muscles are predominantly used in soccer. These muscles are closely related with improved athletic performance by maintaining control and physical balance.

Treatment interventions using biofeedback means it is relatively easy to control the experimental environment, selection of location, offers wide training levels to be able to apply subject’s ability, rapid and accurate feedback during performance, provides opportunity for self-training in a safe environment and offers an economic training environment. It has the advantage of improving treatment effects by changing sensory input by training in various environments. The feedback provided boosts subject’s motivation and encourage active participation to achieve assignments. Biofeedback also provides different assignment programs which can focus on the purpose of training to improve physical function. Biofeedback is effective for facilitating motor learning by solving problems voluntarily by receiving vision, sound and somesthesia feedback of error occurring during the performance. It helps in performing repetitive training and functional exercises in order to improve visual and auditory factors as well as increasing confidence.

Therefore, the purpose of this research is to find out how ankle stabilizing training using biofeedback influences football players with functional ankle instability by measuring muscular activity and balance ability.

METHODS

1. Subjects

We chose thirty football players from the university in Mokpo who agreed with spontaneous participation, had no medical problems with visual and auditory sensation, didn’t exceed the normal physiological range of ankle joint movement, had no other leg injuries except the ankle, had no history of ankle surgery and satisfied more than five items in the Cumberland Ankle Instability Tool. The participants undertook thirty minutes of plyometric training and then the experimental group went through ankle stability training using biofeedback for thirty minutes. The control group then completed an additional thirty minutes of treadmill exercises. The experiment lasted for eight weeks, performed for three days per week for sixty minutes. The experimental group of fifteen people and the control group of fifteen people were randomly selected and the general characteristics of the research subjects are shown in Table 1.

2. Method

Modified plyometric training from the Myer and others7 method was used for their study and was performed for thirty minutes. We increased the difficulty gradually from simple tasks (running zigzag, running back, vertical jump, agility test, running with side and sprint) simulating a real match situation. Additional ankle stability training using biorescue was executed for the experimental group (Figure 1). Biorescue is composed of a force plate, computer and monitor which provides measurement and training method as op-
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3. Measurement

1) Balance measuring system
We used biorescue (RM Ingenierie, France) to analyze the balance ability. This equipment includes a mobile rectangular force plate to stand with two feet and a graduated ruler on the plate indicates the proper position for the feet. To assess balance, we measured the total whole path length and surface area of the center of pressure during standing with standing position for sixty seconds facing forward. For the evaluation, the mean value of the results measured for three times was used.

2) Surface electromyogram system
In order to measure the muscle activity of the lower limbs, we used an MP100 surface electromyogram system (Biopac system Inc, USA) and we processed the converted digital signal through Ac knowledge 3.91 software in individual desktops. We attached bipolar electrodes to the muscles we wanted to measure. We set the sampling rate signal at 1,024 Hz, used notch filter 60 Hz and band pass filter 30-500 Hz to minimize noise, and processed the collected signal through root mean square (RMS). To reduce the skin resistance to the surface of electromyogram signal, we removed the hair and rubbed the skin with wipes 3-4 times to get rid of any dead skin cells, and cleaned the skin with alcohol. To standardize the action potential of each muscle, we measured the muscular activity at maximal contracted isometric strength in the Manual Muscle Testing position. After measuring three times for five seconds, we used the average electromyogram signal of the three seconds out of five as %MVIC except for the first and last second. The measured muscles are anterior tibialis, posterior tibialis and the gastrocnemius. Sekir emphasized that strengthening these three muscles for patients with functional ankle stability prevents a re-occurrence of the injury and improves athletic performance.

4. Data analysis
The resulting analysis was processed through Windows SPSS 18.0 program. Shapiro-wilk was used for the verification of regularity between the experimental group and the control group, and analysis of covariance was used to verify the difference of balance ability and muscular activity between groups following to mediation method. We set the statistical significance level at α = 0.05.

RESULTS

1. Muscle activity
In the comparison of muscular activity for the anterior tibialis between the two groups before and after the intervention, the experimental group showed 24.66±3.92%-36.12±4.21% in muscular ac-
tivity, 20.31±4.25%-29.35±5.13% in posterior tibialis and 17.75±3.93%-27.63±4.64% in gastrocnemius, which showed a statistically significant difference compared to the control group (p<0.05) (Table 2).

2. Balance ability

In the comparison of balance ability between the two groups before and after intervention, the surface area of the experimental group was 28.30±3.03 mm²-21.19±2.34 mm² and the whole path length was 72.29±12.34 mm-62.93±9.90 mm, which also showed a statistically significant difference when compared to the control group (p<0.05) (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

This study aims to understand the influence of ankle stability exercise using biofeedback on balance ability and muscle activity in football players with functional ankle instability. The cause of functional ankle instability is weakness of muscular strength and insufficient balance ability. Balance ability plays a basic role in various activities, and is a key factor in successful sport performance. In addition, insufficiency in proprioception and lack of postural control causes functional ankle instability. Weakness of muscular activity is related to ankle instability. When ankle injury occurs the surrounding muscles also show imbalance. Lower limb strength training has been used in ankle rehabilitation as increased strength in the lower limb can treat and prevent ankle instability. Muscle strength training improves the control of nerve roots and increases muscle mass. Strengthening of muscles activates the Ia group sense of muscles, activating functional muscle selectively and helps the function of antagonistic muscles. Changes in the recruitment order of motor units caused by functional ankle instability causes nonfunctional and unnecessary movement in the joint and muscles as it is not able to activate muscles in the proper order.

Although the result of this research showed a statistically significant difference in before and after muscle ability in both the experimental group and the control group, it was more effective in the experimental group. The muscle activity of lower limb strength results also showed a statistically significant difference before and after the intervention, it was also more effective in the experimental group. Kim investigated the balance ability and lower limb muscular strength after performing balance training using a virtual reality program with thirty university students who had functional ankle instability. Balance training using the virtual reality program showed a statistically significant difference in balance ability of ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion. The present research also found the same results showing improvements in balance ability and muscle activity in the experimental group with biofeedback.

Training with biofeedback is believed to improve motor performance ability by promoting exercising learning through rapid concentration in a shorter period of time than general training. Chun studied isokinetic lower limb muscular strength and postural control after performing proprioceptive sensory exercise and muscle strengthening exercises with fifty-eight football players who had
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functional ankle instability. The proprioceptive strength training group showed a significant difference in lower limb strength and postural control capacity. Muscles supporting the ankles are related with balance and postural control. When the muscles around the ankle are weakened, balance ability is decreased, and it has been reported that the role of muscles around ankle joints are critical for maintaining balance. Similar to the previous paper, the present research also shows a statistically significant difference in muscle activity around the ankle joints with motor control ability. It is considered that training with biofeedback motivates training and increases postural disturbances which produces a positive influence in balance ability. Taube et al. mentioned that balance ability improves by decreasing unstable movement, restricting spinal reflex excitability such as muscular reflexes during postural control. Kim reported that among the thirty adults aged twenty years old, the group that used muscle strength training and proprioceptive integration exercises showed a significant difference in isokinetic lower limb muscle strength. This study also showed a statistically significant difference in muscular activity in the lower limb. It is considered that training with biofeedback motivates training and increases muscle activity. It is considered that biofeedback training stimulates proprioception to increase signal transduction of sensory nerves from pressure receptors in the damaged ankle joints with motor control leading to improvement in muscle activity around the ankle joints.

Forestier and Toschi conducted a study with normal people and patients with chronic ankle instability. The group that used the biomechanical ankle platform system using biofeedback showed a significant difference in muscle activity of the anterior tibialis and peroneus. Furthermore, Nam carried out a study with twenty-eight adults with functional ankle instability, the results of which showed a significant difference in muscle activity in the anterior tibialis, soleus and gastrocnemius from the group that used biofeedback training. As shown in the previous study, the results from the present study also show a significant difference in the muscle activity values of the posterior tibialis and gastrocnemius of the experimental group which proves the beneficial treatment effect of ankle stability exercise using biofeedback.

In this research, we investigated the effect of eight weeks of ankle stability exercise using biofeedback on balance ability and lower limb muscle activity in football players with functional ankle instability. Through whole path length and surface area, it is clearly proven that ankle stability exercise using biofeedback is more effective for increasing balance ability than other training. In addition, ankle stabilization exercise using biofeedback is confirmed to be more effective through analyzing the muscle activity value (%MVIC) of the anterior tibialis, posterior tibialis and the peroneus. Based on our research, we suggest treatment using biofeedback is not only effective in treating the central nervous system but is also an effective treatment for normal people or athletes. We also suggest that more systematic research on the effect of biofeedback for athletes is required.
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